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killed Mary Meyer had shot her from close range and was likely highly skilled, 

possibly ambidextrous, in the handling of a .38-caliber revolver. In describing 

the shots, Johnson had corroborated Deputy Coroner Rayford’s tesumony 

about which hand had fired which shot. “ 

Next, Special Agent Paul Stombaugh, of the FBI's crime lab, testified that 

in twenty-one out of twenty-two characteristics, Ray Crump’s hair sample was 

amatch for a single hair found inside the golf cap recovered the day after the 

murder. This forensic analysis, he maintained, linked both the jacket and cap 

to the defendant. The cap and jacket on exhibit did belong to Ray Crump, but 

the hair match wasn't evidence that he was guilty of murder. 
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not, in fact, an expert. But the witness attempted to fight back. He explained 

that his FBI laboratory relied heavily upon something called neutron activa- atory re ! of < oie 

tion in analyzing hair and fiber samples. “There isa great controversy raging 

right now,” Stombaugh tesufied, and “this field [neutron activation ] hasn't 

been perfected yet to the point where we can positively identfy a hair of some 

Particular person through this method.”” That admission inadvertently suc- | 

ceeded in making Roundtree’s case for her. ; 

In the end, Stombaugh’s tesumony dealt more than one blow to the pros- 

fcution. The FBI's state-of-the-art forensic laboratory in Washington, D.C., 

had failed to find any forensic evidence—hair, clothing fibers, blood, semen, 

skin, urine. or saliva—that linked Ray Crump to cither the murder scene or 

the body and Clothing of Mary Mever. Similarly, there had been no traces of 
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